Analysis of synonymous codon usage pattern in duck circovirus.
Duck circovirus (DuCV) disease causes a long-term immunosuppressive and multiple secondary infection in ducks. In this study, relative synonymous codon usage (RSCU) values, nucleotide contents and effective number of codon (ENC) values were calculated and compared among open reading frames (ORFs) of 53 DuCV genomes. The results reveal that most of the codons are ended with C and the overall bias is not remarkable in DuCV. A comparative analysis of codon contents and ENC values indicates that mutation pressure is the most significant factor responsible for the evolutional processes of codon usage bias in DuCV. However, other factors, such as composition constraints, translation selection, hydrophobicity and aromaticity should not be ignored. Finally principal component analysis (PCA) and hierarchical clustering method were performed based on RSCU. The significant difference of codon usage bias exists in DuCV-1 and DuCV-2 genotypes, but codon usage pattern of DuCV from the different epidemic areas or subtypes fails to influence the formation of codon usage bias. Analysis of the relationship of synonymous codon usage variation based on the two genotypes suggests that DuCV-2 is more conservative than DuCV-1, which may because of recombination events. Moreover, there are distinct differences in the degree of codon usage pattern evolution in different function genes, rep and cap. Therefore, the genotypes, subtypes and different functional genes also relate to the pattern of synonymous codon usage. The main objective of this study is to provide some sight into synonymous codon usage characteristics and the evolutionary relationship of DuCV.